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CHAPTER I
Introduction
'Reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man,
and writing an exact man. (of studies) Bacon.
A. Historical Background
prior to the year 1910, there were few notable re-
forms in teaching reading to the children in public schools;
but since then there have been series of reforms aimed to im-
prove the methods by which young children were taught to read
thoughtfully, accurately and independently. H The fact is well
known, M says William Gray, "that reading began, about two dec-
ades ago, to take on broader, varied methods of content."^" It
is an observed fact that the reforms were due largely to chang-
ing social needs of society, to the development of broader cur-
riculums in schools. The concept of teaching reading in the
primary grades was chiefly centered upon pronouncing words, but
it is now being abandoned in every progressive school system in
this country, Instead of greater emphasis being placed upon
the correct pronunciation of words, it is now placed upon the
gaining of thought, accurate reading and ease of expression of
ideas.
1. Gray, William S. - The Elementary School Review, Sept. 1933,
Vol. X, No. 7, M New Issues in Teaching
Reading"

2One of the first investigations concerning the read-
ing analysis was made by Whipple in the year 1917. It is re-
ported in his article that the oral and silent reading rates
and comprehension of six subjects were measured among college
students, and he found great individual differences in both
rates and concept of thought. This, however, disclosed the
fact that the slowest readers were poor reproducers, while the
best reproducers were fast, 2 Hundreds of studies in the last
two decades demonstrate how widely the great importance of
teaching reading in schools was realized by the teachers and
authorities.
The growing recognition of the need for a scientific
method of teaching reading and the drive for better and quick-
er education is nationwide. To that effect, when new methods
and scientific research have been made to find out the reading
difficulties of the younger children in the public schools, ef-
forts have also been made to adapt these methods to the blind
children in order to bring about better results for them.
As to the instruction of the blind children,
one of the first series of attempts made was by G-irolimo Cardano
(1501-1576), the physician of Pavia in Italy. ^ He conceived the
idea of teaching the blind through the sense of touch and at-
tempted to procure, to some extent, instruction for them. About
the same time, peter pontanus, a Fleming, published a book re-
garding the blind in 1670 and their possible instruction. There
is evidence also, that efforts were made in Switzerland, to im-
4part instruction to sightless persons. The attempts and efforts
2. Whipple, G.M. - "preliminary Investigation of Reading",
Journal Educ. Psy. Vol. 8, pp. 332--, 1917
3. Best, Harry - Blindness and the Blind in the United States,
4. Ibid. p. 381 p. 301
t
however, were isolated and sparse, and no group education for
the blind was conceived. Nevertheless, the real foundations
were being built for further progress.
Until then, the public considered the blind as a
sort of degenerates or parasites, whom kind-hearted people con-
tented themselves by pitying or tossing a penny in their cups.
The real education of the blind started with Valentin Hauy, a
great philanthropist and revolutionary thinker of France in
1784, whose talented mind conveyed the means of instruction to
the blind as a group. This was followed by a marvelous system
of writing, of braille, for the blind, now universally known,
which was invented by Louis Braille in 1892, in the Paris School*
This system of tangible writing made possible the instruction
of the blind, enabling them to acquire a moral, intellectual,
artistic and professional education similar to the education of
seeing persons. Only the methods of instruction and means that
are used differ in that the blind learn to read through the sense
of touch and dexterity rather than by sight.
When standardized evaluating tests became very popular
in the public school system, it was in 1914 that Irwin, Director
of the American Foundation for the Blind in New York, recognized
the necessity of separating feebleminded blind from the normal
group, and began adapting the educational tests for the blind,
with the assistance of Dr. G-oddard. After a number of tentative
attempts, Mr. Irwin arranged to have Dr. Hayes test the pupils
of the Ohio State School for the Blind, in 1916. 6
5. Best, Harry - op. cit. p. 411
6. Hayes, S. P. - Ten Years of Psychological Research in Schools
for the Blind, pp. 3-7
r
4In 1917, Dr. S. P. Hayes, professor of Psychology
at Mount Holyoke College, as Director of Research at the Per-
kins Institution and at the Pennsylvania Institution for the
Instruction of the Blind, at Overbrook, was the first to be-
gin the use of reading tests in the schools for the blind.
^
As the result of this work among the blind children, the teach-
ers and authorities of these special schools began to value the
merits of the standardized tests and adopted many of them in or-
der to improve and measure the standards of the blind compared
to those of the seeing children. Dr. Hayes adapted and gave the
Curtis Silent Reading Tests to the blind in Overbrook in the
spring of 1917, and he states in his report, H The blind pupils
read less than one-half as fast as sighted school children; they
must, therefore, be allowed at least twice as much time as
sighted pupils in any tests involving the use of embossed test
Q
sheets." At present, many of the existing reading tests of the
seeing children are adapted to the blind. These tests give the
most reliable information to be had as to how the school achieve-
ment of visually handicapped children compares with that of the
visually normal. They positively provide qualitative and quan-
titative data as to the relative abilities of blind and seeing
children. Furthermore, these data enabled them to discover and
measure objectively the handicaps or advantages of the blind.
With the adoption of the Stanford Achievement Reading
Test and the Gray Oral Reading Check Tests for the blind, by
Miss Kathryn E. Maxfield of the American Foundation for the
Blind, new problems and many interesting possibilities have
7. Hayes, S. P. - Standard Tests in Elementary Subjects in
Schools for the Blind, Twenty-fourth Biennial
Convention, 1918, pp. 43-47
8. Ibid, p. 44

been brought before the educators of the blind for future study,
These tests deal primarily with measurement, but point the way
to diagnosis, M Their purpose," says Miss Maxfield, M is to de-
termine the amount and the exact location of difficulties; it
remains for the teacher to find the underlying causes."^ These
tests, however, give the most reliable information to be had as
to how the school achievement of visually defective children
compares with that of the visually normal. Furthermore, Miss
Maxfield is the first to write books on the subject of teaching
reading to the blind, which are considered to be the best and
most valuable contribution to instructors and educators of blind
children in the country. Miss Maxfield, who is now the Director
of the Personnel Department of the Perkins Institution for the
Blind at Watertown, examined Dr. Durrell's reading test materi-
al and duly approved carrying the testing work among primary
grade children of the school
B. Problem for Solution
This study and the test experiments are an attempt
to analyze the reading difficulties of primary grade children
in the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the
Blind at Watertown, by means of the results obtained from the
"procedure For The Analysis of Reading Difficulty" Grade I-VI,
by Dr. Donald D. Durrell of Boston University.
The purpose of this thesis is to survey the work
that has already been done along this line, and to go further
9. Maxfield, Kathryn E. - "Adaptation of Educational Tests
For Use With Blind Pupils."
(
into the problem In detail, and to find, if possible, the dif-
ficulties of the finger readers and their ultimate cause. Dr.
Purrell's reading materials are very applicable and adaptable
to the visually handicapped children, with some modifications.
The merits of this test are new features that have not been
found in the other reading tests used in the school. One is
the word analysis by flashing feeling over the braille charac-
ters by one finger; another is the method of aided and unaided
recalls of the contents.
<
CHAPTER II
preliminary Diagnosis
A* Physical and Mental Condition
Most reading disabilities in their first stages,
spring from causes such as physical, mental or social immatur-
ity. Blind children as a group, in their early years, are so
lacking in energy, because of their sightless condition, that
they show every sign of being physically and mentally inferior
to others of their own age. This may be largely due to the
carelessness, ignorance or oversympathy the members of the
household express toward a blind child they are convinced
that he can do nothing because he cannot see. They do not make
their blind child exert himself; they wash him, dress him, and
even feed him, when seeing children of the same age are doing
everything for themselves. There is no doubt that this blind
child needs special care, but this does not mean that everything
should be done for him. However, this, in fact, may be the first
cause of retardation of a blind child. It would seem to be ob-
vious that before such children are subjected to the strain of
learning braille, they should be built up physically, at first,
to know how to control their motor and kinesthetic reactions
made socially acceptable to their group.
William Scott Gray quotes William A* McCall's concep-
tion of general causes of difficulty in reading as: M Insuffici-
ent practice; Improper methods of word study; deficiency in
fundamental skills; absence of interest; physical defects; and
<
8subnormal intelligence." 1 Gray's Investigations have deter-
mined the following fourteen possible causes of failure in
mastery of the mechanics of reading: "inferior learning capa-
city, congenital word-blindness, poor auditory memory, defec-
tive vision, a narrow span of recognition, ineffective eye-
movements, inadequate attention to content, inadequate speak-
ing vocabulary, a small meaning vocabulary, speech defects,
lack of Interest, guessing, and timidity."
Those above-mentioned common causes of failure in
reading among the seeing pupils are also likely to be found
among the blind and other physically-handicapped children.
In addition, the blind suffer a great deal and often fail to
master the mechanics of intelligent reading, because the blind
ness is often the result of a specific disease and the general
health is found to be below normal. Besides the absence of
sight, possibly the disease or accident which caused blindness
may have left in its train other weaknesses or impairments of
other parts of the system. Blindness is often the evidence of
the loss borne by the frail body barely saved from death. ^ The
old Grecian saying: "A sound mind in a sound body" is quite
true in all the ages and among all human beings. Besides the
loss of sight, the blind children need to maintain a sound
body in order to go through school and obtain a position of in
dependent living among their seeing brethren.
Miss Maxfield in her book states the physical causes
from which some blind children suffer, as: "extreme eye discom
fort, which is caused by glaucoma, making learning difficult;
1. Gray, William Scott - Remedial Cases in Reading: Their
2. Idem Diagnosis and Treatment, p. 12
3. Proceedings of American Ass'n of Instructors of the Blind,
1932. p. 746
1
brain tumors or oversecretlon of cerebral fluid."
Insensitlveness of the fingertips is common among
blind children, which may be caused by partial paralysis, loss
of fingers and affection of nervous system. In this case, a
child who cannot interpret clearly what his fingers feel is
bound to have great difficulty in learning to read braille.
Mannerisms, tics, and waving a hand back and forth
before the eyes are found exceedingly difficult to eliminate
among the blind children. These habits have long been fostered
by the children, from the beginning of their early life in or-
der to overcome pain or fill in a substitution for long vacant
hours that the child has been left alone.
A child who has been in a public school and whose
neural and muscular habits of reading with the eyes are well
formed, after the partial loss of his sight, has an extremely
difficult time in adapting himself to finger-reading. This
constant strain on the nerves and muscles of the eyes, as well
as on those of the fingers, results in quick exhaustion and
sometimes causes actual nausea. For this type of child, there
is probably temporary discomfort, not only in the eyes but al-
so in the stomach. This is another common condition which se-
riously interferes with a blind child's ability to master braille
reading. From the scholastic point of view, the totally blind
child is more fortunately situated than is the partially blind
one. Presence of some poison in the system of a blind child,
left over by the disease which caused his blindness, hampers his
learning to read and write. Braille writing and reading,
4. Maxfleld, Kathryn E. - The Blind Child and His Reading, p!26
tc
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especially, require fine co-ordination of body and mind. Some
children with partial sight attempt to read braille with their
eyes. Reading braille with the eyes is trying, even to the
strongest vision, and it is positively injurious to children
whose sight is already in a dangerous condition.
The above mentioned facts show how the blind children
have additional physical disabilities besides their loss of
eight, which stand in the way of their acquiring a normal stan-
dard of finger-reading capacity.
Mental Condition
Next to the physical fitness of a blind child, the
mental condition takes an important place. This, especially,
to the blind, has so much to do in achieving normal life in
the world of the seeing. The success of their lives, in fact,
depends upon mental capacity to understand the world around
them and act intelligently with the seeing. The reaction be-
tween blindness and mental ability is as yet but little known.
"With a portion of the blind," says Best, "however, mental lim-
itation or impairment or defect seems to prevail to a somewhat
wider extent than with the general population, this ranging
from a condition first below par to actual feeblemindedness
.
M ^
From my experience with blind children, for the last few years,
I am inclined to believe there may have been a certain correla-
tion between mental deficiency and the destruction of vision,
perhaps not due one to the other, but both produced from the
same fundamental causes.
6. Best, Harry - Blindness and The Blind, p. .97
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In a special investigation that has been made, blind
children as a group through tests have been discovered some-
what lower in mental power than children who can see. With the
blind, twelve percent are found to be dull; seven percent on
the borderline, and five percent feebleminded. The Correspond-
ing percentages for children with sight are: eight percent dull,
two percent borderline, and three-tenths percent feebleminded.^
In certain schools for the blind, fifteen percent of the pupils
have been declared to be superior intellectually, forty percent
average, thirty-five percent backward or dull and ten percent
Qprobably feebleminded.
The above comparison shows how the blind children in
general stand with the seeing children.
It is quite true as to physical condition, that the
blind children are persistently restrained from any form of nor-
mal activity. They are vegetated physically and lie dormant
mentally. It is very difficult to distinguish between the types
of blind children whose symptoms are so much alike. Therefore,
great care and considerable time are given to individual examin-
ations before the child's mental condition is decided. In cer-
tain cases extreme nervous tension or insufficient nervous ten-
sion may cause dullness. In a few cases sickness is the reason
for mental derangement. Therefore, dullness, mental derangement,
or feeblemindedness are far the most common reasons for the in-
ferior learning ability of blind children.
7. Outlook for the Blind, XVI, 1920. p. 5
8. Report of Pennsylvania Institution, 1921. pp. 21-75
r
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B. Individual Differences
Individual differences are made clear through modern
educational psychology whose main factors are to help pupils
according to their individual needs. For many years, H. Binet,
an eminent French psychologist, interested in the problem of
individual differences, had recognized the fact and introduced
standardized intelligence tests as a means of evaluating the
pros and cons of an individual child. His new ideas have been
approved by the educators, and before very long, many psycholo-
gists and educators in Europe and in America came forward and
not only approved Binet' s idea but made great progress through
performing experiments and demonstrations of individual differ-
ences. When intelligence tests are so important in determining
the individual differences among the children blessed with all
faculties, for special instruction according to their ability,
how much more important they are for physically handicapped
children. Blind, as a class, have many common physical and men-
tal retardations which have been already mentioned. In addition
to the common ones, unfortunately the blind child fosters a few
more peculiar movements which are quite different. It is very
hard to diagnose the causes for these peculiar movements, but
they are very noticeable in a class, each child expressing a
different movement, such as indolence, day-dreaming, laughing
without reason, unreasonable excitement, talking to himself, un-
necessary swaying of the body, aimless motions of arms or hands,
all of which are termed "blindisms. " These movements can easily
be noted by an average teacher of b lind children, and she must
c
13
make special effort to eliminate and overcome these peculiar-
ities. Otherwise, these movements will in turn affect the pro-
gress of learning of the child.
Progressive school systems everywhere definitely pro-
vide special provision and program for the children according
to their differences in ability. These provisions have been
felt quite necessary for these children who otherwise need spe-
cial help for their growth and improvement in scholastic stand-
ing in the school. In the same way, it is even more effective-
ly recognized by the educators of the blind in this country and
elsewhere, that a special curriculum of special classes is nec-
essary for such children whose individual differences are differ-
ent from others of his own grade. Nearly every grade in every
school for the blind has a special class, although the number of
pupils is small, yet the variety of their physical and mental
possibilities is great.
In connection with reading, there are the great irreg-
ularities in many of the reading curves and the great individual
differences in rate of reading within grades, possibly due to
the absence of explicit instruction in the mechanics of reading,
A comparative analysis of reading rates of eight pupils in the
seventh grade of Perkins Institution for the Blind was made by
it
the writer, and/was found to take twenty to fifty-four seconds
to read a paragraph of seventy-seven words. This shows a great
variety among pupils who have passed through the primary grades.
Through this experiment, it was realized that there are certain
bodily accompaniments of attention which are important in com-
prehending printed braille pages by the fingertips. Therefore,

14
nothing is so important in the field of education as to under-
stand differences of school children according to their indi-
viduality, and help them according to their native ability and
progress in school subjects.
r
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CHAPTER III
Construction of Tests
The construction or adaptation of reading tests for
blind children means the scientific educational measurement of
speed and comprehension of thought of the printed braille page,
Just as the ink printed page to the seeing children. Further-
more, it should be understood that measuring of the efficiency
of reading ability, the power of comprehension, the degree of
retaining thought contents and reproduction, through the tests,
are just as the measurement of specific gravity by the scien-
tists and the rate of heartbeat by the doctors. These, in common,
aim to analyze and diagnose the respective difficulties and dis-
advantages of the cases and take remedial measures. In such a
measure, the educational, psychological tests are seeking to as-
sist the schools in the classification or graduation of pupils
according to their ability, so as to help those children whose
individual difficulties have been well diagnosed, which in turn
give a general basic educational guidance.
Donald D. Durrell of Boston University, the author of
the tests, "Procedure for the Analysis of Reading Difficulty",
for G-rades I-VI, permitted them to be adapted for use with the
blind. With the kind co-operation of Miss Kathryn E. Maxfield,
the Director of the personnel Department of the Perkins Insti-
tution and Massachusetts School for the Blind at Watertown, who
was recently appointed the Director of the Arthur Sunshine Home
for Blind Babies at Vlneland, New Jersey, and after careful
»
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consideration of the test materials, I transcribed them into
braille reading tests for the first three grades only. After
an examination of the tests, Miss Maxfield remarked: "as far
as I know, Dr. Durrell 1 s procedure is the best, most complete
and convenient reading tests adapted to blind pupils." She
remarked also that the check lists are particularly good, so
conveniently located on the same page of the reading contents,
which is one of the greatest advantages for the testers. With
the recommendation of Miss Maxfield, permission to give tests
to blind pupils in the primary Department of the Institution
was obtained from the principal of the School.
According to the suggestions of Dr. Durrell, the
reading materials were transcribed into number one braille,
(i.e. every word is fully spelled without using any contraction)
from the original; they are: the oral Reading 1-4, Oral Read-
ing- -Unaided oral Recall 1-4, Silent Reading- -Unaided Oral Re-
call 1-4, Flashed Word- -Word pronunciation to First Grade, and
Lists 1, 2 and 3. The transcription of the reading passages was
made on single braille paper, something after the fashion of the
printed blue cards that are used for seeing children. The una-
bridged manual of directions for the test was carefully read o-
ver several times and I became well acquainted with its rules,
regulations and testing problems before the test was attempted.
The tests were given individually in separate rooms,
according to the suggestion in the manual, in Grades 1, 2 and ~%
as well as some ungraded children who were recommended by the
teachers.^" The ungraded children in most cases, had lost their
Durrell, D. D. - Abridged Manual of Directions for a Tentative
Form for a procedure for the Analysis of Read-
ing Difficulty, pp. 2-9
»<
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sight after they had been in public school for more than one
year. Some of those children who participated in the test had
been in the school for only a few months, but with the special
instruction of the teachers and their own interest, they picked
up the finger reading very quickly. The number of children who
took the test was as follows:
G-rades I II III
lirls 6 4 4
Boys 3 4 5
Totals 9 b 9
With the adaptation and experimentation of the G-ray
Oral Reading Check Tests by Miss Maxfield, it was found that
the blind children required from two to three times as many
seconds to read a given selection as do seeing children of the
same grade, but a majority of these blind pupils proved to be
o
up to the grade in accuracy of oral reading. Accordingly, it
took about an hour for a pupil to complete the reading tests
and word analysis test. However, in certain cases, the time
extended to more than an hour, but in a few cases the tests
were finished before that time.
The following adaptation and changes are made in the
construction of the test for the blind pupils. Hayes-Binet in-
telligence test scores were taken for use from the records of
the Personnel Department of Ferkins Institution for the Blind.
2. Maxfield, Kathryn E. - Adaptation of Educational Tests for
Use with Blind Pupils, p. 45
i
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As soon as the child was taken into a separate room for the
test, he was told that he was to read some interesting stories
orally and silently and answer some questions. In certain sto-
ries he may be asked to tell all about his reading without any
question. There is no time limit for the tests. When a child
was found taking too long a time in certain paragraphs, - over
three times as much time as the normal limit of the seeing child,
- the test was stopped.
Test No. 1*
In giving "Oral Reading" in most cases it was found
necessary to start the first grade child with the first para-
graph, the second grade with the second paragraph and the third
grade with the third paragraph. The paragraphs were added to
each child according to his ability to read. The other direc-
tions that are in the manual were closely followed in giving
the tests and no change was made except in the check list. The
change was made from "sight vocabulary too small" to "finger
vocabulary too small".
Test No. 2.
In "Oral Reading -Unaided Oral Recall", the same
level of basal paragraph was given at first as in the previous
test. No change has been made either in the directions or in
the procedure except in the check list. Two items of errors in
the check list were omitted, which were found unnecessary for
the blind. They are: "Use of finger or pointer" and "Holds book
too close or at incorrect angle".
i<
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Test No* 5«
In "Silent Reading-Unaided Oral Recall", everything
was followed according to the manual. Changes were made in the
check list from "eye movements per line" to "finger movement
per word".
3
Test No. 4 .
In "Flash Word- Word pronunciation Test", the proce-
dure of giving the test is radically changed. The words are
written with braille characters on a long strip of braille paper
just as ink-print on a long strip of card for the seeing children.
At first the word list was placed before the blind child and ex-
plained to him. He was to read some words as fast as he could
with one finger at one quick trace or feel of the word. Then the
hand of the child was held by the examiner leaving the finger
loose and natural for his reading. Then the child's finger was
moved just once, giving one-half a second for each word. When
the child was not able to read it, then it was repeated by allow-
ing the child to read the word taking his^ own time. Examples and
many similar trials were given to the children before they began
this test. It was found that in these elementary grades, all the
children were taught to read with both their fingers. The rest
of the procedure was followed according to the manual, in giving
the test.
The tests require only a minimum amount of change to
fit them for use with blind children, whereas the seeing child
reads from a large printed blue card which duplicates the one
held by the tester, the blind child reads from a braille sheet
containing exactly the same selection as the teacher's ink-copy.
T. Durrell, D. D. - op. clt., pp. 2-9
r<
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CHAPTER IV
A GENERAL SURVEY OF TEST RESULTS
IN ALL THREE GRADES.
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GRADE I.
Silent Reading; Compared with Oral Reading
No. of
pupils
Speed - - - - Higher 4
Speed - - - - Same 2
Speed - - - - Lower 3
Recall - - - Better 2
Recall - - - Same 3
Recall - - - Poorer 4
Attention to difficult words - Better 3
Attention to difficult words - Same 3
Attention to difficult words - Poorer 3
Attention to content ----- Better 2
Attention to content ----- Same 4
Attention to content ----- poorer 3
Finger movements - - - Fewer 3
Finger movements - - - Same 2
Finger movements - - - More 4
•
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GRADE II.
Silent Reading Compared with Oral Reading
No. of
pupils
Speed - - - - Higher 6
Speed - - - - Same 1
Speed - - - - Lower 1
Recall - - - Better 2
Recall - - - Same 2
Recall - - - Poorer 4
Attention to difficult words - Better
Attention to difficult words - Same 4
Attention to difficult words - Poorer 4
Attention to content ----- Better
Attention to content ----- Same 5
Attention to content ----- poorer 3
Finger movements - - - Fewer 4
Finger movements - - - Same 2
Finger movements - - - More 2
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GRADE III.
Silent Reading Compared with Oral Reading
No. of
Pupils
Speed - - - - Higher 4
Speed - - - - Same 1
Speed - - - - Lower 4
Recall - - - - Better 3
Recall - - - - Same 2
Recall - - - - poorer 4
Attention to difficult words - Better 2
Attention to difficult words - Same 3
Attention to difficult words - Poorer 4
Attention to content ----- Better 3
Attention to content ----- same 4
Attention to content ----- poorer 2
Finger movements - - - Fewer 2
Finger movements - - - Same 4
Finger movements - - - More 3
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Out of nine children in the first grade, according
to the test results, two of their rates were markedly above
the grade, and the whole group: three possessed the average
standing of their grade and four were found to be low.
In the second grade, out of eight children, five
rated were above average ability and three were found to be
below the whole group.
Among the third grade children, out of nine, five
possessed the average reading rate and the rest were low, ac-
cording to their group standards.
In comparison, the children 1 s ability in all three
grades according to their grade groups show that the third
grade children have more difficulty in reading than the other
two grades. This, however, is the writer's understanding of
the effect of various new methods and added efforts of the
teachers which have been given in connection with reading les-
sons in the last two years, through the influence of reading
tests.
The most prevalent reading difficulties of all three
grades noted in the check list are: occasional phrasing, labor
ious and poorly organized response, monotonous tone, poor en-
nunciation in difficult words, finger vocabulary small, poor
recalls, inadequate word mastery skills, head movements, frown
ing, signs of tenseness and poor posture. In silent reading:
whispering, lip movement, many upward and downward finger move
ments and pressing hard on the braille characters.
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CHAPTER V.
Case Studies.
The following six cases out of twenty-six pupils who
have taken the reading test, were selected to make a study of
their individual differences and difficulties. These six chil-
dren apparently had a very low score in the test, compared to
their g rade, number of years in school, age and ability, to the
group to which they belong. The facts that are presented here,
other than the revelation through the tests, are gathered from
the records of the Personnel Department of the Perkins Institu-
tion for the Blind, where these children are under instruction.
GRADE I
Case 1. Alice
C. A. 8 years 9 months
M. A. 9 years 5 months
I. Q. 96 (Hayes-Binet)
Alice became blind when she was two years old, from
meningitis -- congenital cataracts. She has been under instruc-
tion for a year and a half. She is the eighth child of Portu-
gese parents. Although she possesses a superior mental ability
according to the intelligence test, yet she is considered to
be less bright and very slow in her class work. She has no
sense of direction, which is one of the difficult problems a-
mong blind children.
f
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Test 1. Oral Reading
Classification
U 1 Jiii lUlD
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 3
Time 100 H Time 110 H
ino» oi iLrrox fa Eio • oi &razor©
Words hesitated 2 2
Words pronounced 1 4
Words repeated 1 2
Words inserted 1 *
Words mispronounced 1
Words omitted 1 1
She answered all the questions on both the paragraphs
and her comprehension of thought was good.
Test 2. oral Reading-Unaided Recall
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2
Time 110" Time 170 H
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated 2 4
Words pronounced 2 2
Words repeated 2 3
Words inserted 1
Words mispronounced 1 4
Words omitted 3
Her unaided recall is poor, but on the whole she
possesses a fair comprehension of the matter.
Test 3. Silent Reading
In Silent Reading, she read the first two paragraphs
as she did in previous tests, at the rate of 110 seconds and
one hundred and thirty-five seconds. In this test, her unaided
recall was poor and comprehension also was poor.
I
r
*
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Her Silent Reading Compared with Oral Re ading
Speed - - - - Higher
Recall - - - Poorer
Attention to difficult words - - - Poorer
Attention to content ------- Same
Finger movements -------- Fewer
According to the check list of difficulties, the fol-
lowing are noted: monotonous tone, poor enunciation of diffi-
cult words, word omissions and wrong pronunciation in the first
test. In the second: poorly organized response, response la-
borious and slow, avoids use of new words in recall, head move-
ments, frowning and signs of tenseness. In the third: low
rate of silent reading, constant lip movements, constant whispe
ing, marked head movements, finger movements marked, and avoids
use of new words in recall.
Test 4. Flash-word Finger-reading
In the word analysis, reading quickly with one finger,
she is found to be fair.
In general, she reads with two index fingers of both
hands, but often misses the place. The fingering is somewhat
clumsy and not formed in good order. While reading, she traces
the whole line backwards to get to the next line, instead of
tracing it by the left finger while the right is finishing the
line above. She is very slow and doubtful.
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GRADE I
Case 2. Hollis
C. A.
M. A.
I. Q.
7 years 11 months
9 years 8 months
122 (Hayes-Blnet)
Hollis was blind from birth from congenital optic
atrophy. He has been in the school two years, since 1932.
Although he is found to be superior in I.Q., he is but average
in his class work. He is active and good with hand work.
Test 1. Oral Reading
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2
Time 105 M Time 160 M
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
4
2
3
7
3
3
He answered all the questions, and he has a good
comprehension of the subject matter in this test.
Test 2. Oral Reading -Unaided oral Recall
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2
Time 110" Time 165"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words mispronounced
5
1
1
4
6
1
1
In Unaided Recall, he called five out of seven in
the first, and eight out of fourteen in the second paragraph,
which is considered a fair comprehension.
t
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Test No. 3. Silent Reading
In the Silent Reading Test, he was not able to read
more than the first paragraph. He was found to be very slow,
taking one hundred and twenty seconds for such a small para-
graph. In Unaided Recall, he failed in all but one, so his
comprehension in silent reading was poor.
In the comparison of silent reading with oral read-
ing, his speed was found to be lower, recall poorer, attention
to difficult words poorer, attention to content same, and fin-
ger movements more.
Quick finger reading word analysis was tried and
found to be very poor. Out of twenty-six words, he could read
only five with great difficulty and much effort.
The check list shows the following difficulties of
the pupils: word by word reading, strained high-pitched voice,
poor enunciation in all reading, finger vocabulary too small,
inaccurate guessing on words, ignoring of wrong pronunciation,
poorly organized response, response laborious, avoiding use of
new words in recall, head movements, loss of place, poor pos-
ture, low rate in silent reading, whispering occasionally, fin-
ger movements marked.
In general, Hollis uses both his fingers for reading,
but presses very hard on the braille characters. He has the
good habit of tracing the next line with his left finger before
finishing reading with his right. He has difficulty in speech -
to my mind, he makes much effort with his throat muscles, which
makes his voice harsh and difficult to understand. He appears
a little nervous and doubtful and asks several unnecessary ques-
tions.
i
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In comparison with the other children in the reading
test, Alice and Hollis not only took a longer period of time,
but they scored decidedly low in aided and unaided recalls. Ac-
cording to the time they had spent in the school and their age
and I.Q., they should have accomplished better results. Perhaps
it may be due to language difficulty, as both parents were of
foreign birth.
Recommended procedures for remedial work are suggested
in Chapter VI, page 47 of this thesis.
GRADE II
Case 3. Frank
C. A.
M. A.
I. Q.
9 years 1 month
8 years 9 months
96 (Hayes-Binet)
Frank has been blind from birth from a congenital
cataract. He -is the fourth child of Portugese parents, whose
two sisters and a brother are in the Perkins Institution. He
can move around without much difficulty with the aid of lenses.
He is capable of doing good work, but has no concentration of
mind to do his school work. On the other hand, he uses his
hands very well and is considered good with his handwork.
Test 1. Oral Reading
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 2 Paragraph 3
Time 120" Time 125"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words inserted
Words mispronounce*
3
4
2
1
a 2
5
3
2
2
2
ii
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In paragraph two, he answered all the questions cor-
rectly except one. He answered five out of seven, in the third
paragraph. His comprehension is good.
Test 2. Oral Reading-Unaided Recall
Classification
of Errors
ParaffraiDh 2 Paragraph 3
Time 120 M Time 130"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words Inserted
Words & parts omitted
3
3
3
2
1
6
2
3
mm
3
He recalled without aid eleven out of fourteen items
in the second paragraph, and eleven out of fifteen in the third,
His comprehension is good in this test.
Test 3. Silent Reading
He took 110 seconds to read the second paragraph and
125 seconds to read the third paragraph, He recalled, without
aid, nine items out of thirteen in the first, and nine out of
fourteen in the second reading.
His silent reading compared with oral reading is as
follows
Speed ------------- same
Recall ------------ poorer
Attention to difficult words - - Same
Attention to content ----- same
Finger movements -------- Same
Test 4. Flash Word Finger Reading
He read twenty-one words out of twenty-six in the list
by one quick trace of a finger and three words slow rate. In
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this test he could not go beyond the first grade list.
In the entire test, the following difficulties were
noted: occasional phrase reading, poor enunciation of diffi-
cult words, word Insertions and omissions, ignorance of wrong
pronunciation, recalls details badly, response laborious and
slow, avoids use of new words in recall, loses place easily,
lack of aggressiveness. He whispers and makes occasional up
movements, the range of the finger movements being more than
four per word.
Silent reading compared with oral reading shows:
speed the same, recalls poorer, attention to difficult words
poorer, attention to content and finger movements the same as
in the previous tests.
In the general outlook, he uses both hands for read-
ing and traces the next line by the left, before the right
finger finishes the line above.
He seems not interested in reading, for he manifests
disheartedness through the expression of sighs. His fingers
are not well formed, and moreover, he presses his fingers very
hard on the braille characters, which makes any intelligent child
slow in reading.
GRADE II
Case 4. Bruno
Bruno became blind at the age of one, from scarlet
fever. He is the fourth child of Italian parents. His mother
C. A.
M. A.
I. Q.
9 years 1 month
8 years 9 months
96 (Hayes-Binet)
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speaks no English at all. He has been in Perkins Institution
for the last four years, since September 1930. In general, his
record is fairly good in the class room work, but he makes slow
progress. He has no good use of his hands.
Test 1. Oral Reading
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 2 Paragraph 3
Time 110 M Time 130"
No. of Errors 1 No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words & parts omitte
Words mispronounced
4
3
id 1
1
3
5
1
3
1 4
He answered all the questions in both paragraphs. His
comprehension was good.
Test 2 Oral Reading. Unaided Recall.
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 2 Paragraph 3
Time 140 M Time 160"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words & part omitted
Words Inserted
3
3
1
1
6
4
2
3
He recalled without aid, five out of fourteen items
in the second paragraph, and seven out of fifteen items in the
third paragraph. His comprehension was, therefore, fair in this
test.
9
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Test 3. Silent Reading
It took him 80 and 120 seconds respectively to fin-
ish the second and third paragraphs of this test* He recalled
four items in the second and five in the third paragraph. His
comprehension according to his standard was poor.
Silent reading compared with his oral reading was as
follows:
Speed ------------- Higher
Recall --------- --- poorer
Attention to difficult words - Same
Attention to content ----- poorer
Finger movements ------- More
Test 4. Flash Word. Finger Reading
In the A Test, he read twenty out of twenty-six words
by one quick trace, and four words slowly. According to his
standard, he is low in this test.
The following difficulties were found in all the tests
that he has taken: word-by-word reading, incorrect phrasing, mon-
otonous tone, poor enunciation in all words, inadequate word mas-
tery skill, poor unaided recalls, poorly organized response, a-
voids use of new words, loses place easily, frowns, poor posture,
and easily distracted, marked head movements, Irregular finger
movements and laborious response.
In the general character, he uses both his fingers and
traces the line below by the left finger while the right finger
stays at the end of the above line. He moves his finger often
on the same word very doubtfully. He is receiving special in-
struction in speech correction. It was noted that he has very
little opportunity to speak correct English at home.
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Frank and Bruno, sons of foreign parents, had a poor
foundation in the English language which caused difficulties
retarding their progress in school.
Recommended procedures for remedial measures will be
found in Chapter VI, page 47 of this thesis.
GRADE III
Case 5. Earl
C. A. 11 years 8 months
M. A. 9 years
I. Q. 77 (Hayes-Binet)
Earl became blind at the age of six from Retinitis
Pigmenrentosa. Before coming to Perkins, he attended public
school for some time, at Randolph, Massachusetts. He has no
vision except the perception of shadow. He has been in this
school for four years, since September 1930. He learns his
class lessons very slowly, and does not work well with a group.
In his case, individual attention is very much needed.
Test 1. Oral Reading
Paragraph 3
Time 165"
No. of Errors
6
4
2
4
2
1
The pupil answered three out of six questions in the
second paragraph, and three out of seven in the third paragraph.
His comprehension according to his standard is considered poor.
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 2
Time 150 M
No. of Error
Words hesitated
Words repeated
Words & parts omitted
Words pronounced
Words inserted
Ignored punctuation
7
4
1
2
2
2
ml xle
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Test 2. Oral Reading. Unaided Recall
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 2
Time 160 M
Paragraph 3
Time 170"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated
Words pronounced
Words repeated
Words & parts omitted
Words inserted
Ignored punctuation
4
3
4
2
6
2
4
1
2
In this test, the pupil recalled, without aid, five
items out of fourteen, and five out of fifteen in the third
paragraph. His comprehension of the content is poor.
Test 3. Silent Reading
It took 140 seconds to read the second paragraph, and
150 seconds to read the third, and the comprehension was very
poor. He recalled three out of thirteen, and four out of four-
teen respectively in the second and third paragraphs of the test,
The silent reading compared with his oral reading is
as follows:
Speed --------- - Lower
Recall ----------- poorer
Attention to difficult words- Same
Attention to content- - - - - Poorer
Finger movement ------- Fewer
Test 4. Flash Word Finger Reading
He read the list A, but at a very low rate. Out of
twenty-six words in the list, he read only seven by quick fin-
ger trace and five by slow process.
The following reading difficulties are noted in the
entire test: reading word by word, strained high-pitched voice,
*
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monotonous tone, poor enunciation, habitual repetition of
words, errors on small words, words inserted, omissions, wrong
pronunciation, poorly organized response, response laborious
and slow, head movements marked, and easily distracted. In si-
lent reading, he has occasional lip-movements and whispering,
uninterested, and finger movements more than five per word.
Here is a character which really is a great problem
to the class teacher, for he fosters many reading difficulties
besides the common ones of the blind children. However, he
uses both his fingers for reading, but very clumsily. He is
very doubtful, even in small words, and often raises questions
and speaks of something else. He has the habit of missing the
place often, and can find it himself without the assistance of
the instructor. He turns his face often to the left side with-
out any reason. He traces the same line backwards to reach
the next line.
GRADE III
Case 6. Leo
C. A. 12 years 1 month
M. A. 8 years 8 months
I. Q. 72 (Hayes-Binet)
Leo became blind at birth from congenital malforma-
tion. He has a little vision of light perception. He was ad-
mitted to Ferklns Institute in September 1930, and this year com-
pletes four years in the school. His father is an American
Indian and his mother, French. In general, he is very slow in
learning and in making progress. The language difficulty is
very marked in his case, and he has been given special instruc-
tion in the department of speech correction. He has good use of
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his hands, and shows constructive planning when the opportun-
ity is given.
Test 1. Oral Reading
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2
Time 105 M Time 130 M
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated 3 5
Words pronounced 2 4
Words repeated 2 3
Words inserted 1 1
Words mispronounced 1 2
Words & parts ommitted 2 3
The pupil answered three out of four in the first
and five out of six in the second paragraph. According to the
reading point, he may be classified as having a good comprehen-
sion, but in his standard of grade, he would Declassified fair.
Test 2. Oral Reading Unaided Recall
Classification
of Errors
Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2
Time 65" Time 100"
No. of Errors No. of Errors
Words hesitated 2 5
Words pronounced 4 3
Words repeated 1 3
Words & parts omitted 3
Words mispronounced 1 1
In this test, he recalled without aid, three out of
seven and five out of fourteen in the first and second para-
graphs respectively. His comprehension was fair.
Test 3. Silent Reading
The time that he took: to complete paragraph one and
two respectively was thirty and ninety seconds. He recalled
•-n
I
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none in the first paragraph and three out of thirteen in the
second. His comprehension in silent reading, therefore, is
very poor.
The silent reading compared with his oral reading
is as follows:
Speed ---------- Higher (doubtful)
Recall --------- poorer
Attention to difficult words - Poorer
Attention to content ----- poorer
Finger movements - - - - Fewer
The reading difficulties found in this case, are:
word -by-word reading, inadequate expression, poor enunciation
in all reading, finger vocabulary too small, word insertions
and omissions, unaided recall poor, poorly organized response
and laborious, uninterested in recall, loses place easily,
frowns and shows signs of tenseness, easily distracted and shows
aversion to reading. In silent reading it was noticed that he has
a constant whispering habit > finger movements are more than four.
This case is, however, interesting for investigation,
for he is a combination of Indian and French whose languages are
different from each other, and in addition the child has to be
trained in a medium language - EnglishI He reads with both fin-
gers, but he presses them on the braille very hard. He is a
doubtful reader, and moves many times over the same word. In
answering questions, he says, "i don't know," and speaks of
something else.
The two children selected for special study in this
grade, one American born and the other of mixed parentage -
American Indian and French - are borderline cases, with marked
i
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language difficulties. Both children show retarded progress when
compared with a normal group in age and period of school instruc-
tion.
Recommended procedures for remedial measures will be
found in Chapter VI, page 47, of this thesis.
9i
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CHAPTER VI.
Remedial Measures
There has not been a time in the entire history of
the education and training of a young child, when more atten-
tion was given, according to his ability coupled with aim and
purpose of his successful life-career among his fellow men,
than today. In our changing world, however, the school life
also should be ever changing. Then, the objective of the
teacher of a progressive school, at first, is to study the
children in her class before planning definitely for the growth
which she expects them to make in the class. The teacher,
therefore, searches for possible ways and opportunities to de-
velop a child's character, desired learning ability, for his
own good and the good of society.
In general, educating all the children of all the
people of all ages, necessitates attention focused mainly up-
on group methods rather than on the individual. Those chil-
dren under the group method, who were not able to cope with
the group learning for some reason or other, were deliberately
ignored and shunned by many of the teachers as stupid, lazy or
uneducable. This attitude largely, has been changed through
recent scientific educational research by studying definitely
the individual difficulties of youngsters and purposefully de-
vising plans for their growth to a better standard in their
educational achievements. When we stop to think for a moment,
we soon realize that it is the exceptional child and the unad-
justed problems confronting him that awakened a response from
r6,
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the science of psychology, and it is the defective, the subnormal,
the retarded child and his catastrophe that have opened the va-
rious fields of education, psychological and clinical research
work, which, however, have enriched and added opportunites for
all the people. Therefore, the retarded child is not an unde-
sirable or painful or unsolvable problem to an alert and progres-
sive teacher. On the other hand, it is this child who enriches
the noble and resourceful teachers whose sacrificial and unceas-
ing efforts bring forth the various means of "remedial" methods
in the field of education.
M In general, the remedial cases represent failure of
the ordinary methods of instruction to make the proper technique
sufficiently clear and to guide the pupil toward the habituation
of them." 1
The problem of remedial instruction or remedial meas-
ures in reading is to find a possible means of learning for those
children who have not been able to learn to read by general meth-
ods adapted to the group. These methods, however, at first are pre
ceded as thoroughly as possible, by tentative analysis of the
child's difficulties, from the intelligence tests, reading tests,
social physical, psychological and psychiatric data which have
bearing upon the child's reading disability.
"Typical children", says Monroe in her book 'Children
Who Cannot Read' , "who do not learn to read as well as would be
expected from their other intellectual abilities, present seri-
ous educational problems. In order to differentiate them from
1. Gates, Arthur I. & Benet, Chester C, - Reversal Tendencies
in Reading: Causes, Diagnosis, Prevention and Correction, p. 26
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the general defectives in whom the entire pattern of intellec-
tual traits is more or less uniformly retarded, they may be re-
garded as having a special defect. Such a defect, if persistent
usually prevents the child from making progress at school and
ultimately blocks the possibility of his preparation for an ec-
onomlc position in keeping with his other capacities.
The inability of the writer to secure an opportunity
for personal experimentation with remedial treatment of those
children who were studied as special cases, prevents him from
advancing any definite methods of procedure along this line.
On the other hand, the remedial work of the past, in connection
with the reading difficulties of the finger- readers, was studied
and facts were gathered. The points of remedial treatment pre-
sented in this paper are not only the facts of the past, but al-
so some suggestions added to them by the writer through his past
experience in teaching blind children in India, through class-
room observation in the Perkins Institution and through the read-
ing test diagnosis.
The general plan of remedial measures in the primary
grades is as follows:
1. To help those children who have reading difficul-
ties by means of special methods adaptable to in-
dividuals or groups according to their ability
and obtain a basic vocabulary for their further
progress
.
2. Monroe, Marion - Children Who Cannot Read, Chapt. 1, p. 1
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2. To aim definitely to establish an intelligent and
skillful mastery of braille reading technique by
providing them with experiences that will make the
content understandable.
3. To provide variety of reading material to Insure
ease and fluency in oral and silent reading as
thought-acquiring processes.
4. To lay the foundation for accuracy in enunciation
and pronunciation to insure right habits in the
first reading experience.
5. To develop a genuine desire and attitude for habits
of skillful reading not only to be successful in
their class work but to enjoy and fill in the many
vacant hours that they would be forced to endure
after school.
The remedial instruction should, therefore, be spec-
ifically aimed and carried through the following points accord-
ing to the reading disabilities of the children under the diag-
nostic study:
A. 1. Those children who have physical difficulties other
than blindness should at first be examined and treated for pos-
sible cure by the Medical Department, such as extreme eye dis-
comfort, brain tumors or oversecretion of cerebral fluid, af-
fection of nervous system, partial paralysis and partial sight.
2. Those children who have a temporary mental derange-
ment or retardation which affects the learning processes, must
be noted and special treatment should be provided before admit-
ting them for regular instruction. The mental retardation
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noted among blind children is due to extreme nervous tension
or insufficient nervous tension, and continuous uncared-for
sickness makes those pupils dull in their mental growth.
3. Those children who foster extreme mannerisms, such
as tics, waving hands back and forth before the eyes, or often
pressing the eyeballs with a finger, extreme body movements
back and forth, unreasonable laughing and daydreaming may be e-
llminated through corrective exercises.
B. When attention is given to the above-mentioned factors,
and possible corrections or recovery on its way, then care should
be focused upon immediate reading difficulties and errors accord-
ing to the case studies. The following most common difficulties
and errors were found in the case study of six pupils in the
first three grades:
a. Reading Difficulties
1. Word by word reading or inadequate phrasing
2. Difficulty in pronunciation
3. Poor and laborious response
4. Poor recalls
5. Loss of place easily
6. Lip movements and whispering marked
7. Excessive pressure of finger-tips on the braille
8. Too many up and down irregular finger movements
per word.
9. Uninterested In reading lesson.
b. Errors in Reading
1. Prolonged hesitation in reading words
2. Unnecessary repeating of words while reading
Boston* University
School of Education
Library
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3. Insertion and omission of unreasonable and unnec-
essary words
The remedial instruction may be carried on with both
the group and the individual approach:
A. Group Instruction
It is very difficult to keep children in the same
class whose several abilities and disabilities are at great vari-
ance with the standard of the class. It would be confusing for
the teacher to carry out any one program of instruction that
would suit all the children. The children therefore, are grouped
by their abilities and disabilities so that the teacher may con-
form to some definite plan of approach to the group according to
their needs and interests.
"Breaking the class into groups", says Miss Max-
field, "may cause more work, but it will result in more interest-
ing work for both teacher and pupils because it makes it possible
for each child to progress as rapidly as he is able."^ Therefore,
group system is necessary on the basis that the children should
derive greater benefit and accomplish better results than they
had under the general class instruction.
Under the special group instruction, the children
who have speech defects and other correlated difficulties of
pronunciation and enunciation should be referred to the Depart-
ment of Speech Correction, if there is any. Otherwise, special
provision should be made in giving training on words or phrases,
letters or phonograms, with patient repetition, until the group
fully understands them. In this case, constant review is quite
3. Maxfield, Kathryn E. - The Blind Child and His Reading, p. 20
m
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necessary until permanency is insured.
Difficulties of poor recalls or disinterest in recalls,
and laborious responses may be due to lack of interest in braille
reading, and may be clarified through fields of interest. Natur-
ally blind are fond of stories and drama. Museuns of familiar
objects, study of pet animals together with the animal sounds will
furnish good material for a beginning reading lesson for a
young blind child, simple and interesting stories may be com-
posed by the pupils themselves or stories taken from the books of
seeing children may serve to interest the children. At the begin-
ning, the stories should be confined to the experiences of non-
seeing children, those which create an immediate response. Short
stories written in riddle form might interest the non- readers.
For example: 'I have four feet. I have a long tail. I like to
catch a mouse. What am I?' These above mentioned processes would
probably Interest the children in reading. Of course, there is
always an exception for alert teachers, who find new ways and
means of approach while they are still working with the group.
These new ways may be more appropriate and worthwhile than would
other methods.
Movements of lips and whispering are found to be Just
as common among seeing children as among blind children in their
initial stage of learning silent reading. Especially among blind
children, lip movements and inner-speech are likely to develop,
because their reading is slow and they easily spell and speak
each word to themselves as they read. It is found that blind
children under the fourth grade rarely read silently faster than
they can speak. ^ Since the lip movements and inner-speech are
4. Maxfield, Kathryn E. - .ibid., p. 55
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handicaps to comprehension and speed of a child's reading, they
should be overcome by special silent reading and corrective
check-ups
.
The difficulty of excessive pressure of finger-tips
on the braille causes not only strain to the fingers, but also
blurs the perceptions of pressure and makes reading difficult
and slow. Excessive pressure of finger-tips may be due to long
periods of reading or to learning hard words which are beyond
the ability of the child. Therefore, care should be given from
the very beginning in the selection of reading material and
short periods of reading. This habit can be broken by continued
simple short exercises, carefully watched and guided by the class
teacher.
Many irregular finger movements and wrong formations
should be checked. The irregular up-and-down motion of the fin-
ger-tips may be the result of an unconscious effort on the part
of the reader to interpret the feeling which is vaguely felt by
the finger in the third row of dots. It is found true through
experimentation that those who have been taught by the letter
method have the greater and more exaggerated up-and-down motion
of the fingers than those who have been trained by the word
method. The teacher should guard against wrong habituation fin-
ger movements and build up right habit through slow and steady
corrective exercises.
Errors that are noted in the diagnostic studies, such
as hesitation, insertion and omission, are but minor ones which
can be overcome when the major difficulties are remedied.
B. Individual Instruction
Those children who have major reading difficulties
5i Maxfield, Kathryn E. - ibid., p. 49
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which cannot possibly be overcome, even by special group in-
struction, may be segregated from the group and each one given
individual instruction according to his ability. This may be
arranged out of class hours, where the child has the opportun-
ity of building his learning gradually without the pressure of
group competition. For individual instruction, suggestions
that are made for group instruction may be adapted, if found
useful, with the addition of the teacher's own new devices for
that particular child.
In the adaption of various reading methods for young
blind children at Perkins, the word method is found very useful
and much better than any other reading methods. The letter me-
thod seemed to be very slow and very analytical, and the phrase
or sentence reading method, on the other hand, proved to be too
much to cover by the trace of little fingers at one stroke, at
present, the word method is extensively employed in the Perkins
Institution, with a few exceptional cases.
H In undertaking to give a pupil the right direction of
attack upon words, the teacher should select for the first ex-
ercises, whatever elements the pupils are familiar with. If the
pupil has previously acquired ability to recognize the sound of
syllables or phonograms of two or more letters, these should be
used as far as possible. If he is unable to deal effectively
with such units, but is able to sound individual letters, the
latter should be used in the first lesson."^ The same sugges-
tion applies to blind children.
6. Gates, Arthur I. & Benet, Chester C. - op. cit., p. 26
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Whatever degree of attainment in school subjects has
been found reasonable for a seeing child, should also be reason-
able for blind children of corresponding ability and grade stan-
dard. But in connection with reading, the blind children should
be Judged by a different set of norms from those obtained for
seeing children. This is in the matter of time. No way has yet
been found to eliminate the mechanical disabilities of braille
reading and writing. For this reason, rate standards for blind
children must necessarily differ from those established for see-
ing children.
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CHAPTER VII
Summary of the Work
If reading is a complicated problem for youngsters
in the Primary grades of the public school system, and extreme
individual differences are noted among the normal and the re-
tarded children, in rate of growth and development of their
various powers and capacities, it is even more difficult for
young blind children in the primary braille reading. Reading
braille with fingers is, in fact, one of the most tiresome
tasks and this is particularly a long, uninteresting, and tire-
some process of learning for the tiny little fingers. It often
distracts the attention of young blind children from concentra-
tion and fine muscular coordination.
It is more than worthwhile to mention here the dawn
of the new idea of child-study, and the educational research
work which opened a better understanding of the intricacies of
the reading problems, and by which new ideas eventually were
made available to help the finger readers. It seems, therefore,
expedient that any profitable new method, already in operation
to help the seeing children can also be found useful for the
blind. This fact was only realized in recent years by the edu-
cators of the blind, it resulted in some of the institutions
for the blind, in an extension of their work by adding person-
nel and educational research departments. These extended de-
partments, especially in Overbrook and in Perkins Institution,
adapted many of the educational tests that are found necessary
•
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and well suited to the blind children and which were initiated
by Dr. Hayes and by Miss Maxfield.
1. Adaptation of educational reading tests for the blind
pupils, by Dr. Hayes in 1917, at Overbrook Institution for the
Instruction of the blind, brought forth new problems and many in-
teresting and beneficial methods for the teachers of the blind.
Then, the heads and authorities of the schools for the blind in
the United States, at once recognized the merits of these stand-
dardized tests as an important source of improving the standard
of instruction for the blind children, and the tests are greatly
used among the blind children.
2. Dr. Durrell's Reading Tests for grades I-VI in the
public school system were duly examined by the Director of the
Personnel and Research Department and the principal of the Per-
kins Institution for the Blind, and thus permission was granted
to the writer of this paper to adapt the tests to the blind
youngsters of the primary grades. According to the advice of
Miss Maxfield and the suggestions of Dr. Durrell, the tests were
transcribed into Grade I Braille (i.e. full spelling). Only the
first four tests were adapted to the blind children, with mini-
mum modifications to suit the finger readers. Those are namely:
Oral Reading; Oral Reading --Unaided Oral Recall; Silent Reading
--Unaided Oral Recall; Flash Word Finger Reading test.
3. The most predominant characteristics of difficulties
among finger readers are found to be due to inferior physical
condition and lower mental ability in addition to their major
handicap of blindness. Many children, therefore, never become
interested in reading, nor profit much from it. Their
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unfortunate and unrecoverable situation holds them back from
all efforts. But at the same time, through the result of tests,
many children are approached and treated in various ways, and
through fields of Interest are finally guided into wholesome
activities
.
4. Individual differences, in reading, are very common
among the blind children. To attack this problem of reading, in
a satisfactory and profitable way, requires a great deal of
patience, coupled with efforts on the part of both teacher and
blind pupils. The teacher, therefore, plans the curriculum for
her class
,
providing a special opportunity of instruction for
those children who need individual attention. Thus, an intelli-
gent teacher with past experience and practical, personal contact
with her pupils in the classroom, finds new ways and means, not
in books but in the classroom itself, to tackle the problems of
her pupils.
5. In the survey of the reading tests, it is found that
the children who have lower I. Q. ' s show very low rates and fos-
ter many reading difficulties. In the first grade: out of nine
children, two of them rated above their grade in the whole group
and three possessed an average ability; four marked below the
grade. In the second grade: out of eight children, five of them
possessed an average standing of their grade, three showed below
their grade. Among the third grade children: five possessed an
average standing of their grade and the remaining four showed be-
low their grade. It should be noted that the evaluation of the
tests made here is on the general plane of the reading ability,
speed, and comprehension of content, of the pupils according to
*
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their respective groups.
6. The more pertinent reading difficulties other than
the common one noted among the finger readers are: speech de-
fects, laborious and poorly organized responses, monotonous tone,
inadequate word mastery skills, and lack of Interest in reading.
7. Case studies disclose that some children have been
more than a year in the same class, even though they possess a
superior I.Q. and mental power. They are not able to do even
their grade work because of their inferior physical condition
which holds them back.
8. Remedial measures are planned to correct the result
of failure in the general group instruction, and have a most
important place in all progressive school systems, whose aim
is the child's growth and not the school itself. The main pur-
pose is to study closely and analyse carefully the conditions
and difficulties of a child who fails in group instruction,
and provide for him a special method of approach suited to his
ability through his own interests and, if possible, bring him
up to his grade standard. In this case, every trial should be
undertaken and every opportunity given to a retarded blind
child, by the teacher, to improve his personality and ability.
What little progress or growth a retarded blind child can make
through these trials will be the greatest blessing in his life.
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APPENDIX

PROCEDURE FOR/THE ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY
Grades I - VI
Donald D. Durrell
Boston University
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Copyright 1933, Donald Do Durrell.
Instructions:
1» Time
ORAL READING
Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and comprehension according to the
directions in the manual.
6r iL rt H jard. H
35 32 27 //-
Muff is a little yellow kitten
She drinks milk.
She sleeps on a chair.
She does not like to get wet.
What color was the kitten?
~2. What does she drink?
5. Where does she sleep?
—4. Why doesn't Muff lik.o to go out on rainy
days?
2. Time
6a 1 itL rf rt
Time5^80 70 60 52 u-
A little black dog ran away from
home. He played with two big dogs
They ran away from him. It began
to rain. He went under a tree.
He wanted to go home but Us did
not know the way. He saw a boy he
knew. The boy took him home.
1. Who ran away from home?
2. How many other dogs did he play with?
3. 'Why did the dog go under the tree?
4. What did the dog want then?
5. Whom did he see?
6. Ho., did he get home?
3. Time_
Gr. l % rt ml n rt
Tit*. I/O* 90 S3 40 23 20-
Six boys put up a tent by the side
of the river. They took things to
eat with them. When trie sun went
down, they went into the tent to
sleep. In the night, a cow came
and began to eat grass around the
tent. The boys were afraid. Thsy
thought it was a bear.
1» How many boys went camping?
2. Where did they put up their tent?
3* hat did they take with them besides their
tent?
4. What did the boys do when the sun went down?
5. What oame around their tent in the night?
6. What was the cow doing?
7. What did the boys think the 00* was?
4. Time
Gr rt
70' 55 42 38 28 25 24 23 /$-
Henry goes to a large lake in summer.
Last summer a motor boat sank near
his house. The boat had ten men on *
it. The man who was running the boat
brought it very olose to the shore
when the water was low. He hit a big
rock under water. It made a hole in
L h e bottom of the boat. The water
came in very fast. All of the men
s w am to shore.
1. Where does Henry go in summer?
2. What happened near his house?
3. What kind of boat was it?
4. What did the boat hit?
5. How fast did the water oome in?
6. How many men were on the boat?
7* What happened to the men on the boat?
f>. Time
-2*
„ 32
7/nte I/O* 70 55 50 15 30 27 25 2Z-
In 180 7* Robert Fulton took the first
long trip in a steamboat. He went
one hundred fifty miles up the
Hudson River. The boat went five
miles an hour* This was faster than
i steamboat had ever gone before..
Crowds gathered on both banks of the
river to see this new kind of boat
go by. The fishermen did not like
b h e boat. They were afraid that its
noise and splashing would drive away
all the fish.
1. What did Robert Fulton do in this story?
2. 'Vhat kind of boat was it?
3. 'ihat river was the trip made on?
4. How far did the boat go?
5. How fast did it go?
o. Who did not like the boat?
7* What were the fishermen afraid would happen?
NOTES
6. Time_
Or tsz: 3T
Tine Jlo\8S 75 73 70 6260 45
The richest diamond field in the
world ie in South Afrioa. Deep pits
yield a hard substanoe called "blue
ground" which contains the diamonds.
The blue ground is spread over the
drying fields for a year. The
weather gradually crumbles it. Then
it is taken up and run through
washing machines which sort out the
stones and the diamonds. The value
of the diamonds is determined by
color, size, and purity. Blue,
yellow, orange, brown, and green
diamonds have been discovered. The
most valuable ones are pure white.
The largest diamond ever found
weighed almost two pounds.
1» In what counrry is the richest diamond
field of the world?
2. What is the substance containing the
diamonds called?
3. Why is the blue ground spread over the
drying fields?
4. 'iTa at do the washing machines do?
k. What are some of the colors of diamonds?
6. Which diamonds are the most valuable?
~~7. How heavy was the largest diamond ever
found?
Where did golf originate?
2. How was it first played?
3. './here did it first appear in its present form?
4. Why was golf forbidden by James IV?
k. Why did he change his mind?
6. When was golf first introduced in Amerioa?
'7. What evidence have we of its popularity?
8. Time 6r
time ICCh 80 a-
7. Time_
L H
75 67 48-
Qolf originated in Holland as a
game played on ioe. The game in its
present form first appeared in
Scotland. It became unusually popu-
lar and kings found it so enjoyable
that it was known as "the royal gamef
James IV, however, thought that
people neglected their work to
indulge in this fascinating sport, so
that it was forbidden in 1457* James
relented when he found how attractive
-'^..e game was, and it immediately
regained its former popularity. Golf
spread gradually to other countries,
being introduced in Amerioa in 1390.
It has grown in favor until there is
hardly a town that does not boast of
a private or public course.
One of the most difficult political
and economic problems of our Federal
Government is to prevent the develop—
ment, throughout the country, of
certain commercial interests at the
expense of others. One very persist-
ent attack has been against the
development of large corporations.
DeV.'itt in his study of the history of
this struggle states that it has three
distinct objectives: {first, to find
some satisfactory means to oontrol and
regulate the activities of large
business corporations; Seoond, to
resist the tendenoy of corporations to
exploit natural resouroes for their
own benefit; third, to control ter/iffs
which favor trusts and monopolies.
1. What economic problem is described here?
2. Against what has the attaok be n made?
3. Whose study ie quoted?
4. How many objectives are listed?
5. What do corporations often to do with natural
resouroe s?
6. What must be guarded against in tarriffs?
7» Whose function is it to regulate the activities
of large business corporations?
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Phrase reading
//// Word by word reading.
//'_/V_Occasional phrase reading.
fCLL Inadequate or incorrect phrasing].
Voice, enunciation, and expression
_<^Strained, high pitched voice.
////_/^Monotonou8 tone.
^Inadequate or incorrect expression.
Voluae too loud or too soft.
/ l2_LLBoor enunciation in all reading.
_//Foor enunciation of difficult words,
/_Foor enunciation of prompted words.
/.Ignores punctuation.
_£/_Habitual repetition of words.
Word recognition and word analysis
S-Hfb* vocabulary too snail.
/// Errors on small words.
/ pfjJtioTi insertions and omissions.
j_2_Inaccurate guessing cn words.
£//_Inad equate word mastery skills.
/_/_^.Ignores wrong pronunciaticn
.
Comprehension
Qocd
Fair
Poor
ORAL READING - UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
T „„+4„n«- Record time, errors, number ot unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and promptedinstructions, j^cor^
a
'
ccordin^ to directions %n the manual.
Rah A bov
J -
j.
The first trains
was going was hurt pn 11 nil hy tlOrafts.
to school
>
on our street Later
He saw & red light ynnterday. angin«« wura unad to pull trains. <*-
and he stopped. He had been playing ball The first engines
The green light came and was riding oould not go vary fast
and Bob ran fast. hi s bj. cycle and nftun brolca down.
lotal 1
away from Once there was a race
0. Time 6W«
the ball field hfttwaan a train pulled by a horse
A boy had
when a car and a train pulled by an engine.
a big grev cat.
came down the road At first
He was going to give her
He did not see the horse was ahead
sons milk.
the car coming because the engine
She did not come
had to start slowly.
when he called.
because he nas looking back
Thsn the engine passed the horse
He saw her
at the boys
who were still playing ball. but something in the engine
uo in a tree
broke
looking down
The car was going slowly.
and the horse
at a big dog.
Tt hit the bov
-
won the raoe.
The bov sent the dor? awa
but did not run over him.
lotal
His arm
TU en the cat .iumped down
from the tree
was hurt
and came for her milk. and
his bicycle
'lotal
.was bent.
3. Time fafe Total
Di ok
jumped out of bed
and ran downstairs.
It was his birthday.
He found a big basket
on his ohair
at the table.
Something was aoving
in the basket.
Dick took off the oover.
Out .lumped
a little brown dog.
The dog started to bark
aad wac his tail.
He was glad to get out.
lotal
CEECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Recall
^//Unaided recall poor.
_//_Recalls details badly on questions
//j?/_Poorly organized response..
Recall shows erratic attention.
"Recall falls off Id difficult reading.
/_/^_Response laborious and slow.
_j_Uninterested in recall.
/////"Avoids use of new words in recall.
General Reading Habits /
// Head noveiients - narked - slight.
/// Loses place easily.
Unco finger or point er.
"_H-ol-d-s book too clo s e cr at incorrect
a-ngle
.
///_Frowns and shows signs of tenseness.
_^/_Foor posture - continually shifting.
_/_Effort and attention low..
///*EaBilv distracted.
/_/£_Lacks aggressiveness in attack.
y7_Shows aversion to reading.
Comprehension
Good
Fair
Poor
6. Tim© Saute. 7. Time figgfe
5*
B. Time frwfe.
Large kites have been used Baseball is called Failure to plan
for a great many things. the national sport. for suitable defense
In war they have been used It developed from games ander irregular conditions
to oarry signal lanterns known as "rounders" of warfare
and to oarry automatic cameras and "town ball"» np.nnnnt. a for d ft f ft at
ovt %'neay territory. It was played in oolleges in the first war
One general as early as 1825 wagftd hy the United States.
used kites to pull ropes and its popularity In army__
across a swift river has constantly increased . nf t.wn thousand men
so that he could start to build It i6 easily understood under General Arthur St. Claii
a swinging bridge. and demands simple equipment. marched northward
Some people in China Curiously enough, from Cincinnati
make "singing kites" war has been responsible to punish Indians arho
which are supposed for the growth of the pastime had broken treaty provisions.
to frighten away Men learned it in oamps They neglected tz guard gainst
evil spirits. during the Civil -var unexpected assault
The weather bureau has used kitet and organized teams and found themselves defenseless
to study temperature on returning home.
iiiai hostile Indians
and the speed of the wind The fcforld Var suddenly attacked them
at great heights. extended it further. in t.hfi forwst.
A string of kites once went up V.'herever American soldiers Firearms f^gve little protection
over four tiiles in the air. have been stationed against an enemy in ambush
Some kites are big enough they have oreated After a flatile attempt at defense
to lift a man. an interest in basebaLl
lotal
St. Clair ordered his men
waioh remained to retreat.
:fter the men departed. Only fifty
joth amateur and escaped uninjured.
Professional d1 avers
lime M
L
H
H
1«
H
CO .
&9*
Hi
4JL
Jf
3Z
27
/B-
Ti N
Presiden t Washington
90*
80
70
60
1L
10
welcome the baseball season.
10taL
felt ve ry bitterly
/io>
So
55
4-0
2&_ (2
20-
about St. Clair's carelcasmess
in the country's first
70*
55
11_
/4
29 \/6
25
24
2* P
70 it
55
SSL
35_J±
JO
2J_
Z5_/8
22-
militsry campaign.
local
1L
IS
70 (4
60
4-5 it>
36
s
- Paragraphs -
/O0 +
ML
2L
2±
4*
7
zoo-
SO
62-
10
6.
SILENT READING - UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Tarnations- hecord tine, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted memories
.
accor(an a to directions tn the manual.
1. Time (SraJr. d. Time tf/Wt K. Time (t'atfe
Peter is A little girl About one hundred and fifty
a big white rabbit • got off the train v e ar s ago
He Has long ears. all alone. in France
He has a little tail. There was nobody the first man
* .—.
He can jump and hop. at the station went up in a balloon .
lotaL
to meet her. His balloon was made of paper
o. Time <S>—
o
She asked the man covered with strips of cloth
a hen had
to make it strong.
six little yellow chiokens.
One morning
inside the station
where her mother was. 4 long rope kept the balloon
He said that her mother from going too high.
she took them for a walk.
could not get the car started Later this man took a friend
They looked for
A man was trying to fix it. up in the balloon with him.
something to eat.
The little girl sat down On this trip thev rose
mh ait frtund an m ft sQrsds and s an i.
to wait. over five hundred feet.
A dog came
A few minutes later •The trip lasted
to plav with them.
a big car thirty minutes.
The hen
came around the corner They oame down
did not like the dog.
with her mother in it. several miles
She flew at the dog
and made him cun away.
The little girl got in from where they started.
and they drove home. Total'lotal
Time G^gt lotal
Three boys
CHECK LIST 6F DIFFICULTIES
Faulty habits in 6ilent reading
_i_Low rate of silent reading.
High rate at expense op accuracy.
^"Lip movements - constant - occasional.
[Jwhispering - coolant - occasional.
_/_/_fiead movements - narked - slight.
Range of 'e^e^^veje n t s per line to
^Irregular -^y^ffiKveiient s
.
built a house
in the woods. Comprehension
Good
Fair
Poor
Thcv put a table
and two old chairs in it.
There was a basket
full of apples
>
under the table.
_'hegressive movements
One afternoon '///Unaided recall poor.
they went away
/f^Re calls details badly on questions.
/7/LF°or ly organized response.
Recall shows erratic attention.
"7 Recall falls off in difficult reading.
y^Response laborious and slow.
__£(Jnintsrested in recall.
hvotis U6e of new words in recall.
Comparison with oral reading (underline)
Vedian Reading
Grade
and left the door open.
Vihen they came back
they found two little pigs
eating the apples.
'lotal
Speed; higher . same lower'''
poorer////recan: ueiici tauc-
Attention to difficult words:
better" salt©' poorer ///
Attention to content:
i better**'' same/'/ poorer^
J^t^Artv movements: fewer same more //
' * // ////
6. Time_
Early settlers
7, Time.
Basketball
8. Time
Railroad communication
in America is one of the more reoent game developed rapidly
found tii at Indians It was devised lust afte r the olvil war*
would sell skins and land by a college instruotor Bwtween and -1ft7?.
fo r glass beads. who desired a game to interpos< thirtv-five thouaand
ttany men earned their living between the football mnwB of trunk ware laid.
by making glass be ads and baseball seasons. This doubled the distanoe
and bottles. The game demands people oould travel
In 1827 precision of movement. by railroad.
a man invented a way concentration, Some of the new roads
to press molten glass and great endurance. connected important oities
into iron molds. It is more popular and some extended westward
The most famous glass works in those localities where be/ond populated regions.
was in Sandwich in Massachusetts it does not compete with hookey Congress
This Sandwich glass had Opinion differs as to tfaether £ age red this sudden.
a bright silvery appearance it is a satisfactory game development
and it could be molded into Lor girls. by granting land to axnpau.ee
elaborate, and attractive patternr It has been modified interestes in furthering
Beautiful lamps and oandlesticcs to nake it less strenuous the emanaion.
as well as all sorts of dishes for them Grants included territory
were made from this glass. by restricting the playing area lying within twenty miles
In many New England homes of each player.
pieoes of Sandwich glass Some of the large western
of the proposed roadbed.
Alternate sections
are still found on display. universities were alloted to the railroad;
'iotal have audiencbe those in between were
of over twenty thousand
at their conference games.
'lotcl
reserved for homesteaders.
The sale of sections of land
owned by the railroad
was made easier
H
55* 90*\
46 4 80
&\ 70
I
H
32 60
27 3 8 do
x- 55
L
1 H
70f /10+
-»it & /* 70 855
ctf
~ H
J5~ 45
?5 '$ 3/ JO 8/ 8
25 19 70
^ I
1 «
Zl Z(> 66 *h
to a 60 /z 74 6
/a- J2 V
Vl«
ti
67
fZ 6/ fa 7i 8
30- 44-
/ z
-Fa
J
ras! r aph-
5 ' 6 7 e
through this checkerboard
arrangement.
lobal
8. FLASHED WORD - TORD^ PRONUNCIATION TEST
iBrtruotioae: Record phonetically all incorrect responses according to
directions in the manual.
LisTJ /-2 Pronunciation Flash L/sts 3-+ Pronunciation
blue .laagine
flown
nri.nk loteboak
£lX broadcast
ground difference * -
wood canary
birthday horseshoe
road invent
fair janitor
strong isturb
amoke blunt
el ftp h ant knocks
different
horae photograph
stamp oftppftiiter
wfai ob ceiling
handle provide
slice battery
qui oklv brittle
b eli eve nnlo ading
bridge drawbri dge
farmer troublesome
turkey nheelbarrovj
inch headqu arters
know delayed
battle orowned
witch ache
shoes praotioe
sailor argue
skate del ifihxea
cl e an e d thoughtfulnes !
crawl ehampionship
1
poli sh nephew
ou art er adverti semen
t
en eed shingle
either freight
tongue blundering
under etan<ii wrenohes
single postpone
workm an windshield
saucer strengthen
gu ard prai rie
powerfully
ohapter smoulder
drawn oooasionally
orank standardi ze
midnight Obstinate
forgotten ni rfiumatanoeil
revi ew triumphant
noise thorough
Total oorreot
Grade
FIRST GRADE WORD TEST 9.
Flask Pren. Plash Pr»*. flash Pren.
to door erange
the Pile- lost
in good cot
little
—
i
this sister
tree morning rose
girl bed blow
dog like tall
r ud eat hole
-
it around love
come under pen
me rain frog
yellow barn picture
mot he r 1 ive joy
you cry himself
look sleep sand
are call please
milk chicken cover
childrer t ime animal
away peep place
she fish dark
one asleep people
all other chimney
day chair talk
f a t h ft r seen bark
ball name river
big breakfast
Total flash
afraid
Total proni
Score - Pronunciation Flash
NORMS
FLA SUET WORD -
PRONUNCIATION
WORD
TEST What are the names of these
FHONETIC
letters?
INVENTORY
What do these letters say?
Grade Flash Pron s t c p e ci I r i m lab c 1 a s i b r t .i u m h P
n 7
III 28
17
58
w g o n h y u v j k 2 q t e f o 2 * n v a d w y k. z
IV 46 88 T g kill F N F G BCD What do these say?
V 60
VI 75
94
98
C K v u o r B W T Z V X J th st wh sh br ch dr tr cl fr
Phonetic inventory results: gr pi sm tw fl sk sw
Letter names missing
Letter sounds missing
Blends missins
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN
WCRD ANALYSIS AND WORD RECOGNITION
(check and underline)
Sounds alcud word elements by:
single sounds - blends - syllables - word parts.
-.-.-.Unable to put sounds together to form words.
Sounding slew - inaccurate.
Guesses at word: from context - word form -
gounding
Silent word study: successful - inadequate.
Spells words: successful - inadequate.
Looks away from word after sounding.
Does not try hard words unless asked to.
Enunciates poorly when prompted.
~ Enunciates meaningless sounds and reads on.
Has no method of word analysis.
Flash score too low.
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FAULTY FRONUNCI ATIOP
(from vicrd prcnunciation test)
Vowel errors Total Examples
Phonetic
Non phonetic
Consonant errors
Ffionetic
Non phenetic
Reversals
Id seouence
Addition cf sounds
Beginning
Viddle cf v.crd
End cf word
Omission cf scunds
Beginning
Mddle cf wcrd
E nd cf wcrd
Substitution cf whole word
Similar form
Similar idea
/o.
__term
Bnab
beck
goad
._ly«pb
_ annul
PRONUNCIATION FROV AUDITORY STIMULUS
fl aw going to say so** words and I want you to say each one just as I say it.
The first word is * Give a seeond trial if ne cossary- Score minus if any
syllabi* is pronounced incorrectly on the second trial. f
reverberation (re-vur-ber-a-Bhun
)
electrostatics ( f-lek-tro-stat-rks)
galactose (ga-lak-tos)
nitrify (ni-tri-fl)
kenoeis (ke-nc"-sis)
polyglot (pol^-i-glot
)
— / "
ssbaceouB (se-ba-sbus)
^ / -*i —
/
subrogation ^sub-ro-ga-shun)
auricular (o-r u--lar
)
opprobrium (o-pro-bri-um)
imbrute (im-broot') hypsograpby (bip-sog-ra-f i)
pedrail (ped-ral) scansorial ( skan-so-rT-al
)
.discern (di-zfirn)
.effulge (?-fulji
—A
valedictory (valne-dik-to-ri^
intercolumnar (in-te"r-ko-lum-nar
astropbysical (aB-tro-f iz-jf-kal
)
partbenogenetic .(par-t be-no"-je-net-Ik
)
semicentennial (se'm-T-ceni-ten-nT-al
)
_confabulatory (kon-»f ab-u-la-to-ri J
hypercatalectic ( hi-p*r-kat-a-lek-t ik
lit iscontestat ion (ll-t is-kon-tes-ta-shun)
Score (Wore than rour errors indicates difficulty - if over six years old.)
1. Jack
2. Pep
S. The Sboes
4. Tbe Club House
Time.
Time.
Time.
Tine
SILENT REAPING ^-WRITTEN RECALL
5. Peter Cooper Time
Rubber
Olympic Games
Industries
Time,
ffime.
Time
(written recall on opposite page)
Time for writing
Recall
Good
Fair
Foor
Compared to oral
recall:
Same
_
Poorer
Better
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN WRITING AND SPELLING
WRITING
_Speed too low.
_Poor letter formation.
_Poor position of band,
pencil, paper, etc.
.Irregular height.
.Irregular spacing.
.Irregular slant.
SPELLING
Spells phonetically.
Omits essential sounds.
.Adds sounds unnecessarily.
Inaccurate in copying from print.
Does not know hew to write some
letters or sounds.
(from other tests)
Low ability in word recognition.
Low level of phonetic ability.
Poor pronunciation
-enunciation.
Spelling level below reading
level.
.Letters per minute from copy.
.Letters per minute in written
recall of silent reading.
Approximate spelling grade.
Average writing rate:
Age
Letters per
minute Age
Letters rer
minute
7 35 10 65
8 45 11 70
S 55 12 75
HANDEDNESS
Hand preference
Eye dominance
History of change of. change of handedness.
HANDEDNESS TESTS
"Hake an in each square as Quickly as you can. Ready, GO.' (15 seconds)
imfi
D
'Hark bundles of fives as fast as you can until I tell you to stop.'
(Shot, child method. Allow short practice, then time trial of 50 sec)
Written recall silent reading:
11
Spelling (or writing letters or sounds frcir dictation)
Writing iron cocy:
SCHOOL BICOBD
Age at school entrance Onset of difficulty
First grade absences Schools attended
Recent absences
.
Reading ire t hod used
School report: (or classroom visit)
MEDICAL RECORD
Last examination of eyes by
;
Clinic examination suggests:
ftearsighted Farsighted
Astigmatism Coordination diff
Hearing Word discrimination test score
Pertinent medical history: Source
psychological factors - Hems history: Source
Other siblings
Handedness change
Emotional reactions
Tutoring possibilities
Special interests
Reading at home
B.
Abridged Manual of Directions
for a tentative form
of a
PPOCEDUBE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF READING IIFFICULTY
Grades I - VI
Boston University Educational Clinic
Donald D. lurrell, Director
This JLs r. procedure for the observation of errors and faulty habits in
v jur Attention is called to the following points:
JLj 'f 19 pre 38n* fern of the manual and test is for experienced teachers*
A. per ?on unacquainted with methods and objectives of teaching reading
•vill find d?fiicu]ty in using tne check: lists intelligently.
2- The test is given individually. It requires about one hour for each
child. In the beginning, it may take the examiner longer.
S a The most helpful findings fcr remedial work will come from the check
lists of difficulties. Be sure to consider every item, checking tne
most pertinent ones.
4^ The present norm? are strictly tentative. Sone norms are based on
600 cases, others on only .60. Final standardization will be complete
March 1, 1934,
5. The Stanford-binet intelligence test snould be given in connection
with this test* It is not necesjary to tne test, however.
5, The author will appreciate criticisms and comments on the teot.
Items in the test or in this manual which are confusing or unsatis-
factory in any way should te considered before tne final form is made.
The final form of the test battery will include the following!
1. A £50 page remedial manual which vill include remedial measures for
each type of error and rcllich will be adjusted to individual, small
group and cl*a:^ techniques.
2* Group tests for locating children with specific reading difficulty
and for completing the analysis of Study skills in middle grade
reading.
3. A method of evaluation of errors for planning the remedial program.
The final form should bo completed by September 1934.
The author wishes to AOknowledge the assistance of many able graduate student
in preparing earlier forms of this test. Spef ic ackn jwled gement will be made
in the final form.
41
ABRIDGE DIRECTIONS FOR "ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY'*
Pa^e 2 - ORAL READING TEST #1
fhioh paragraphs shall the child read?
1. At least three paragraphs should "be read. The following table shows the
usual beginning paragraph for each level of reading ability:
Grade I II III IV V VI
Paragraph 12 3 4 4 5
2. If the child makes tv/o or more errors in the beginning paragraph
(except repetition errors) have him read the preceding one. Continue
downward until a paragraph is read without errors - a "basal paragraph"
-
3. Continue uprard in the test to the next harder paragraphs until seven j."
more errors are made on a single paragraph or until the time required i
reading any paragraph is more than two minutes. This establishes the
"upper level". AJe -Itrr?* ft m i +-e .
What records shall be made?
1. Time required for reading each paragraph.
2. Number of questions answered correctly.
5. Vertical lines between the phrases that the child reads. Vertical lin::?
between every word would indicate word -by-word reading.
4. Make the following record of errors;
a. Draw a circle around omitted words or parts of words.
b. Write the child's mispronunciation above each word mispronounced.
Use a phonetic spelling 30 that the exact mispronunciation can bo
recalled >
c. Write R above all words repeated. If groups are repeated, draw a
line above the group and put R above the line
»
d. Write P above all words pronounced for the child.
e. Show insertion of words or syllables by * with the insertions
written above.
f . If errors come too rapidly for recording, draw a line through the
words mispronounced.
g. If a child ignores periods and commas make an X through the ones so
ignored. .
h. Make a ciieck •'atove words on which a child hesitates.
5. Check the list of difficulties provided in the check list.
'A-
- . ^ r, -
T ^lustration i A little [black Id og jran away 'from/
home
\
He^playeci
j
with i two jb ig. ; d ogs .
|
ft i ' ,Thcyjran awayjfrom him. It j began
}
• < p I
t o rainy He i went : under [a tree .
j
He i wanted
j
t o go j home j but
j
he j d id no t |
:; j.
ihat procedure is used in giving the test?
1. JSay "Head this paragraph about (giving titlfc) out loud
as well as you can."^Start watch or note time of starting. Record
the items mentioned obo^cT---- *** //«f4 i»#**<»*
2, If a child hesitates on a word for five seconds (approximately - count
4 * five slowly to yourself) vithout being able to pronounce thehim the word and record P above the word.
;ord tell
3. If he mispronounces a word so that the meaning of the paragraph will be
affected seriously, pronounce the word correctly before he proceeds*
4, If the child is afraid of proceeding on account of making too many
errors, say "Don't be afraid of it* You are supposed to make mister,
on tne hard ones. You know most of the words. Go ahead."
%• As soon as the child has finished reading, take the card from him, or
it over, and ask the questions found on the record blank. Record
correct answers with plus, incorrect with minus. Two or more ques"';:'.
are often answered at one time.
6. Cneck the items on the check list of difficulties before leaving thi;
test. Double check the more important ones. Do not fail to lc.ok ov(
the entire list and check all difficulties observed .
7. On the bottom of page two make a note of peculiar responses or any
sug est ions for remedial work that may occur to you.
''''
JV-8. A/firms Cawi 4*. >»«<*e £*r*4.is ^ea^nittx do»e *6y /* e 's /t»*
1. The grade norms are based on the time required for reading. On the
time norm chart at the top of each paragraph, check the nearest figare
to the time the child took. This will show grade and position in the
grade. H means hiji, M means middle or median, L means low.
£. No comprehension norms have been established. Ordinarily the child is
able to answer all questions on all paragraphs except on his most
difficult one. Two or more questions unanswered or ansv/ered incorrectly
indicates low oomproucnsiun or low attntien in reading.
3. Place in tne "Median Rea ing Grade" box the approximate reading grade of
the child, when the scores on different paragrap3,3 jive different
results, take the median, or miille score.
9 4 - ORAL BEADING - UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
\ich paragraphs shall the Child read?
The child should real tests of the same level of difficulty which ho rc ad
in the previous test. If the child shows signs of fatigue, the hardest
paragraph may be omitted.

Wnat procedure is used in giving this test?
L« Say :'Read this paragraph about [giving title) out leOUd as well as you
can. '.Keep track of the time required for, reading.
2. Make a check mark atove all words repented, mispronounced, pronounced fcr
the child, or hesitated en "by the child. Indicate insertions by checks also
The errors in recall are to be written in tne space above the words.
3. When the child has finished reading, record the time, and turn the card over
Say 'Tell me everything that you can remember of that story."
4. In the first narrow column beside the phrases in the record blank, check
the ideas recalled voluntarily. Ignore miner errors, checking as right
when the major idea is recalled. Also check as right those ideas direct^
inferred by the use of single words. When the child stops, say "Can you
remember anything more about it? ; ' Record memories from this source in t h -j
first column also. (This test is on -the order of the Herding and Re pore
of the Stanford-3inet
,
year X)
5. Writu in tne space above the phrases inac -.uracies and omissions in recall L
6. In the second narrow column, check the memories omitted in voluntary rec .
which can be recalled by the child when he is questioned specifically ab -
them. Avoid questions that will give the answer away or that can be ans,."
ed by yes or no.
Example: §1
What was the boy's name? ( Not "Was the boy's name Bob?" )
What did he do when he pay th red light?
etc
.
#2
What kind of a pet did the boy have? (not "Bid he have a cat ^-
a dog?)
What did the boy want tne cat for?
etc
.
This part of the test is included in ordar to find out whether the omission
is due to poor habits of expression or to inattention and low comprehension
in reading.
7. Look aver the check list of difficulties. Check all difficulties that appei
in the Child% reading.
N c rras
:
1
. The norms are found in tne chart at the bottom of page p . To find the
child's grade score for any paragraph, locate tne column for the paragraph
and read up that column until you come to the figure nearest to the time
the child took to read the paragraph. Read across to the left to find the
grade and position In tne grade . L, M, and H mean low, median, and high
as before.
?.m Memory norms. Under the narrov col\imn "M" in the norm chart is found the
median number of memories fer sach grade. The median grade score only is
indicated. This is a totf,l of both columns
,
the unaided and the prompted
recall combined. Separate nor/as are not yet available.
3. In the boxes beside the check List of difficulties, fill the blanks for
median reading grade and conprGru-nsion.

Page 6 - SILENT HEALING - UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Which paragraphs shall the child read?
l a The child snould read paragraphs of the same levels ef difficulty which he
read in tne previous tests. It is the object of this test to compare the
difficulties in silent reading with those in oral reading of material of
equal mechanical difficulty.
What procedure is used in giving this test?
«nd. *****
r**aj^%££**
1. S:r^y "Read this paragraph about (giving title) to yourself/^ Read it just
once and tell me wnen you are done." If the child starts read in ; orally,
jay "Rt.ad it to yourself 1 ' cr "You don't need to read it oat loud."
£. Keep track of time required for reading.
5. Check recall in exactly the same manner as in the previous test.
Norms
:
The norms and grade level of reading is found in the same manner as in th'
previous test.
heck list of difficulties:
1. Study the check list of difficulties and check th€ ones that are oertinej
2, Under "Range of eye/ movements per line", count as accurately as possible
2 the number of eye movements per line in the paragraph of middle diffic j"
'^§k y movement s may he observed by watching them over the top of the car:
the child^, i spread ing. Tt_w>H be- ne oe-s-sa-ry that- ho—hold h-i-s—head—t*p fe*-"t fe-
If the ©yeT^iovements cannot be observed without the child's knowledge, v.-
until the reading is done, then later.hare him read the same paragraph f.:
the purpose of your observation of-eyt? movements. This repetition should
avoided if possible.
Eye movements characteristic of good reaaing are; not more than feu^s? o.?
five—©yfe' Movements per line, regularity in the number for each line, rhythm .
and regular intervals of pause, and abscence of 'regressive movements"- back'
ward movements ? in the line. Also the return sweeps to the beginning of the
next line should be made without hesitation. Practice in observing the
/ e$l movements of good readers in each grade using the regular bcoks of the
grade will give the observer a basis for evaluation of the child's perform-
ance .
^inf^^tfe movements in oral re: ding are indicated by the phrasing. They can
be observed in the same manner as indicated above,
o. The check list for comparison with oral reading is included to make sure t'
attention is called to the problem of whether habits in oral and silent
reading are the same and arc therefore likely to rtspend to the same remcdl-
treatment cr whether they are quite" different and will need different
treatment
•

Page 8- FLASHED - ORL -V/OHD PRONUNCIATION TEST
,/hich lists shall "be used?
Reading Beginning
Ability V,ord List
I and Low II A of the First Great V.'ord Test
Low II to fti{£ III 1
Low IV to Med V 2 (credit for previous test 25.. if first 7 right)
High V to High VI 3 ( credit 50 for previous tests, if first 7 right)
2. Continue to harder lists until ten successive failures are made, or until
list four has be.m completed. This holds for both the flash and the
pronunciation.
3. If the child makes fewer than seven successive right pronunciations on
either the pronunciation or the flash test, give the next lower list-
'."hat procedure is used in giving and scoring tne test?
or*
l./Put the proper beginning list in the cardboard tachistoscope . Slide i"1
•iA the shutter, and have it closed. Put the list down in the taehistosce- r
as far as it will go. Observe through the snail hole that a mark is
pposite the guide.
2. Say to the child ' See if you can see. what this word is. Ready..." than
flash tne snuttXif by moving rfe—trp Aor-dovn-
,
just one met ionJSiKvi t ! a f
rapid motion. Guard against making trie motion too slowly 0»T, gainst
giving the appearance of undue, speed. The movement should require abov.1
\ second. Try moving 1j& ahSt
t
er up flafl *fxSmk at tne rate of ten moves i
five seconds. This rate will indicate the proper speed for each motion.
The idea is that the child should be given time enough for just one 1^ •
Ov» the word - just one glance without time for an extra eye'movement
.
3. Record + for each word correctly given. Record phonetically the misprcra-.
ciations in the column under "Flash" beside the word. If the child can',
give the word, ask "Vhat letters did you ^e-?*' Record these in parenthe-
ses ( ). Give only one trial. Do not pronounce any word for the child
in this part of the test.
4. Move to trie next word, keeping the sWtWr—c-lo-sed , aad— see Lag—that the-
msn4e fer the-next__word_13 in—the c-ent-r »£_the. sna-H—hole . Say "Ready.."
than flash as before. Record and mov< on to the next.
V.'ith experience, this recording can be done after throe or five words
have been shown. Later on, a flash device which the child can work himse n
will be available. These '.vords might be put on some of tne standard
tachistoscopes , if desired. CStcn good results are dbte»ined by-having—as
a soiotant in tho giving or—eee-rihg of tSis test*
5. Continue through the list until ten successive errors are obtained or
until the card has been completed.
6. If the ehild shows disappointment or discouragement, say "You will have
another Chance at all tne3e words. Neve* mind. You. are not supposed tc
get all of them."

Pre nunc iat ion:
1. Aftef each card is given as a flash test, the shutter should be removed
and the card started over again* This time, the child should he allcwed
ta study and pronounce the words.
2. Say "Here are the v^rds again." "V/hat is this one?" Move to the next, or
have the child move to the next, keeping the shutter open.
Record under the Pronunciation column "beside the words a + f*r correct
reponses, and a prone-tic recording -spelling- of mispronunciations* If the
child cannot solve the word, or if he gives an incon-ect pronunciation,
pronounce the word for him before going on. If the child corrects a wronj-
pronunciation by himself, allow his final result to stand.
Ii If ten successive failures are established On the flash but not on the
pronunciation test, give the next higher list as a pronunciation test onl;
omitting the flash.
' :k list of difficulties:
Look over the check list of difficulties on page/aS9. Check or underline t ~
pertinent items. Read the entire list before co^^,eting the test.
Norms I The norms for the Flash word - Word pronunciation test are found in tru
center of page 9.
» 9 - FIRST GRADE WORD TEST
% procedure is used in giving this test?
1 This test is given in exactly the same manner as in the Flash Word - ,r'or H
Pronunciation test. As before the flash te st mu£t_ be_ given first i.n or
to avoid the learning carrying over to the flash test from the pronunci .tj.
2. The same record and check list of errors -as on the previous test.
PodB 9 - PHONETIC INVENTORY
"hen should this te3t be given?
1. This test should be given to all children Who have difficulty in word
analysis. Children ticking scores above third grade on both the flash and
the pronunciation tests may be excused from this test.
•••
v.^vV." vac. ' ••
'
"-V' r
"'
'
t procedure is used in giving this test?
1. Show the card with tne letters on. ( Back of blue card #7) Say to the chi
"What are the names of these letters?" Record all errors above the letter
on the blank. Put a circle around those he does not know.
2. Proceed to tne next te3t saying, ""."hat do these letters say?" Sound the
first one for the child if he does not understand your meaning.
3, Proceed to the consonant blends in the same manner.

ftl£je 1C - Prgnuggiation from Auditory Stimulus
Directions for giving
I
Scat the child with his back to the examiner. Proceed according to the
directions in tne record clank.
Page 10 - Silent Beading - Vritten Recall
Directions for giving:
1. Take form the blue cards the middle level paragraph for the child's
reading ability. If the child read paragraphs S, 4, and b in the first
test, para ,Tapn 4 should be selected for this test. (If the child csrnot,
write, this test should be omitted, obviously]..
2. Say " Rea.. this paragraph about (giving title) to yourself. Read it
just once and tell me when you finish.
3. '.Then tiie child finishes, record time, and say, 'Trite all rf that sto~,
that you can remember over here,'' indicating the top of page 11. Alio 1 "
the child all the time he wishes for writing, but keep track of tne tv '
and observe general writing difficulties.
4. Estimate tne adequacy of recall by comparing it with the recall on thfl
paragraph of similar difficulty recalled trally. (Even though the
paragraphs have been equalized for mecnanical difficulty, tne intellect
difficulty may not be equal. Tne estimate is adequate f*r rough analy.
of difficulty, however.)
10 - Difficultie
s
in Writing and Spelling .
Directions for observation:
Grade 1:
Spelling :
Grade IS and III
Ask the child if he can write any words. If he says he can, asis
him to write two or three of them. Then turn to the phonetic
inventory test on blue card 7, and have the child write the
letters on the "\/hat do these letters say?'' test
,
fijoia 'dictation
Observe the difficulties in writing. !
,
WD
Vek
•.all
• own
. \iv
\ tire
-'It
y c.rs
uroken
train
ncving
v.rket
Planted
-'traignt
L'lQ at ion
inuta
jramise
Grade IV and above !
(explanatory phrase)
Run fast
Men work hard
.
Came back.
Lc o k out •
Call tne dog.
A hard rock.
Come u;wn here
.
She has long hair.
What tire is it?
It gets dark at night*
He delivers papers.
The dish is broken.
Trie train is on time.
The car is moving slowly..
Buy. carrots at the market.
He^ planted the garden
Thlt is' a straight line.
He jasked a question.
Via it a minute.
You' gave your promise.
truck-
the \r
back Come back,
draw Draw a picture,
thin A thin slice of bread,
spend Don't spend too much,
money Save your money,
question Ask me a question,
minute Y.'ait a minute .
engine The engine is going,
promise You gave your promise,
furniture The furniture was loaded on
valuable A valuable ring was stolen,
shoulders He, had broad shoulders,
customer The customer was in a hur ry.
invitation A;: invitation to a party,
hospital Tne doctor went to the hospital,
weather The weatlw.r Is cold this morning,
different Th&t is a different knife,
measure .Measure how tall he is.
necessary • It is necessary to rest now.
disappointed Tide fotball game disappointed .hi
I
S| ellingl
Have the child write the above v^ords from dictation. Read the explanatory
phn-.ses and repeat the spelling word.
vNo norms are available . Vfa have been using standard :.cales. Norms will be
sent as soon as they are establidhed. The test is, of course, too short to
be reliable . The idea is to use it as a basis for observation rather as a
measure of achievement • ) If the spelling test is written on the back of
one of the blue care s, the manual will not be required in giving the test.
V.'riting from sopyl
Tr ke any of the easier blue car'1. s that the child has not read ar.i have him
wr.itc for thirty seconds from copy (if slow, one minute). Count the number
if l&fc*.t,rs and ^oord the number of letters per minute . If you feci the
v-r.
_
u- i fl no* long enough, have him write for a longer time on the back of che
jfHu, CJP :: -Y. FICTION ON ,;CKBCK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES"
htw.U im a te; ts"
here '.at eLiiC s;an:, • m to him:
?> « Shc"» r.3 hJW you throw a bareball.
.1- S-
r
c' .' vcr. h :w jrm sboot marolos.
Yj- Show aw ho -" you scratch a mutch.
4 1 Show me ho ' yon LflfflpQJf a nail.
hi slow me he./ you cut wi*h scissors.
S. She*' Bin how you coniL your hair.
Record on the six spaces beside the hand- preference note,"R"if the child vsc-
ihe right hand in iftmonstrafcifigh or "L" if tie used the left. There is one
apacs for each test
•
(ri^e the other nondi.dness teats according to directions in the manual.
'
'<
-:.- donxranee
Have the child take the paper with the inch hole in the center, hold it
at arm's lengtn with both hand 3, and look at you. through the hole, keeping
both eyes optr . (Stand across the room from the cnild) Not the eye he uses
in sighting through the itoL • It is the one that you can see through the
hole. Try this three tines , lowering the paper between trials. Record
on the first three spaces beside "Eye dominance" R, if the right eye is used
on the triai, and L if the left eye is used.
Have the child take the flattened funnel tube
,
open it up by holding it in
bo J.h hands, and look at you as before, keepin; both eyes open. Note the eye
uso r ' , Try tnree times, lower in..; the manoptoscope each time, and record
on fiite last three spaces us before.
Page 12 - HISTORY
I Fill out this page with information and comments as suggested by the various
headirgs- Sinple tests for detecting the eye difficulties mentioned will
CP be available soon.
Rrcnt page; PROFILE
Fill out the profile in the usual manner, transferrin,; lata from the testG
to the front page. T.ae last three columns are for other achievement tests.
Note on theblanks at the sido of the page the achievement test used.
—
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